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I. INTRODUCTION

An attempt to model electrical energy supply for the state of Montana

is complicated by the fact that two overlapping divisions of the state are

used for electrical energy planning and supply purposes: one is geographical

and the other is by service area. The geographical split following the

Continental Divide marks a division between two sources of federal hydroel-

ectricity: the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) in the west and the

Bureau of Reclamation (BOR) in the east. Overlapping that is the division

of the state into the service area of Montana Power Company (MPC) and other

utilities. Since Montana Power serves 70 percent of the utility- type load

in the state (divided equally between east and west) and is a planning

entity in its own right, it is given special consideration in this study.

II. LOADS

In order to choose an appropriate model for the state, it is necessary

to understand the characterization and location of electrical "loads" in

the state and the supply sources which meet those loads.

Montana west of the Divide lies in the Columbia River drainage and is

therefore a part of the BPA region. With the exception of Montana Power's

service area, supply planning for the west is included as part of the "West

Group" of the Pacific Northwest Utilities Conference Committee (PNUCC).

Electric co-ops in the region are West Group loads, as is Pacific Power and

Light Company (PP&L). One large BPA direct-service industrial customer,

the Anaconda Aluminum Smelter at Columbia Falls, Montana, is also in the

region. Since its presence has a distorting effect on the region and the

state, it will be dealt with first.
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TABLE 1 .--Comparison of West Group Industrial
and SIC 33 Loads in Montana (GWh)

1974 1975

West Group Industrial 3811 2855

SIC 33, Primary Metals^* 3829 2942

Ref. 2 - Source: BPA

2
Ref. 3 - Table 6.14, Source: Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis

* Includes Anaconda Copper Smelting in addition to Anaconda Aluminum
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^ A. Columbia Falls Aluminum Load

The figures in Table 1 suggest that the Columbia Falls aluminum load

constitutes the entire West Group industrial load. This is not an un-

reasonable conclusion, as the remainder of the West Group loads are dom-

inated by co-ops serving largely rural areas (the principal exception

being PP&L's service area). The aluminum load is unique in several

respects. It is different in character from loads typically served by

utilities (and as a BPA direct customer) in that it is not a utility

load. Furthermore, the aluminum reduction load in BPA's region is met

largely with secondary, non-firm hydroelectric energy resulting from

stream flows above the critical water assumption used for long-term

planning purposes. This energy may or may not be available in any given

year. It, therefore, is desirable to separate the aluminum load from other

~ "utility- type" loads for planning or modeling purposes. Table 1 sug-

gests an approximation to this by equating the West Group industrial load

to aluminum reduction load.

Table 2 represents such a separation, as well as a geographical sep-

aration into west and east with the Continental Divide as the reference

point. A "second-order" classification of loads into industrial and non-

industrial (mainly residential and commercial) loads provides further

clarification. Table 2 (line 1) shows statewide figures as reported by

Edison Electric Institute. Lines 2 and 4 are from BPA data for Montana

west of the Divide and for West Group loads only; line 3, for the east,

is the difference between lines 1 and 2. Lines 5 and 6 exclude all West Group

loads; lines 7 and 8 exclude only the West Group industrial load and

k thus, by the argument above, approximate utility-type loads for the west and
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TABLE 2. --Montana Loads by Region and Class (GWh)

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

1 ) Montana

Industrial 6120
Non-Industrial 2971

Total 9091

6079
3135

9214

5888
3303

9191

5031

3541

8572

5963
3577

9540

5089
3778

8867

2) West

Industrial 4973 4772 4957 4521 5119 4026
Non-Industrial 984 1071 1167 1272 1298 I399

Total 5957 5843 6124 5793 6417 5425

9 ) East

Industrial 1147 1307 931 510 844 1063
Non-Industrial 1987 2064 2136 2269 2279 2379

Total 3134 3371 3067 2779 3123 3442

4) West Group

Industrial 3782
Non-Industrial 465

Total 4247

3713
517

4230

3769
570

4339

3232
635

3867

3811

647

4458

2856
710

3566

5) Non-West
Group

Industrial 2338
Non-Industrial 2506

Total 4844

2366
2618

4984

2119
2733

4852

1799
2906

4705

2152

2930

5082

2233
3068

5291

6) West, Non-
West Group Total

Industrial 1191

Non-Industrial 519

1710

1059
554

1613

1188
593

1781

1289
637

1926

1308
651

1959

1170
689

1859

7^ WP^t IP^c:
Industrial 1191 1059 1188 1289 1308 1170

WG Indus-
Non-Industrial _984 1071 1167 1272 1298 1399

trial Total 2175 2130 2355 2561 2606 2569

)
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TABLE 2.— (Cont.)

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Industrial 2338 2366 2119 1799 2152 2233
8) Montana, less Non-Industrial 2971 3135 3303 3541 3577 3778

WG Industrial
^^^^^ ^^^g ^.^^ ^^22 5340 5729 6011

Data Sources: Line 1 - Edison Electric Institute, Ref. 3, Table 6.9
Line 2 - BPA, Ref. 1

Line 3 - Lines 1 and 2

Line 4 - BPA, Ref. 2

Line 5 - Lines 1 and 4

Line 6 - Lines 2 and 4

Line 7 - Lines 2 and 4

I Line 8 - Lines 1 and 4
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for the whole state, respectively (line 3, for the east, is all utility-

type load).

Table 2 provides several interesting observations regarding the

location of industrial loads. Although utility loads in Montana are

37 percent industrial (line 8), the figure west of the Divide is 45 to

50 percent (line 7) and no more than 31 percent industrial east of the

Divide (line 3). Comparable figures are 38 percent industrial for the

entire U.S. (Ref. 3, Table 6.5), 40 percent for Oregon (Ref. 1), and 44

percent for the entire West Group (Ref. 2). The last two figures include

aluminum reduction and should be compared to line 1 of Table 2 which shows

57 percent or more industrial load in Montana. The disproportionate po-

sition of the aluminum load in Montana (35 to 40 percent of the total load)

makes the other comparisons more meaningful.

Since West Group loads in Montana are a small part (3.5 percent total;

1.2 percent non-industrial) of the entire West Group, it is important to

note (by comparing lines 5 and 8 of Table 2) thatno more than 12 percent of

Montana utility-type loads are served from the West Group, e.g. Montana is

a small part of the West Group and, with the exception of the aluminum load,

the West Group serves a relatively small portion of Montana.

Table 3 shows the situation in somewhat different form for two recent

years for the utility-type (non-aluminum) load only. The left side is a

rearrangement of data from Table 2; the right side is an attempt to attribute

load to particular utility groups. These figures are not hard data but are

estimates chosen to produce totals in agreement with those to the left. Co-

op loads were estimated from annual sales figures (Ref. 4) and Montana loads

(Ref. 5). The figure shown for Montana-Dakota Utilities (MDU) is especially
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^ suspect due to the unavailability of data which would separate that utility's

load by state. The dominant position of Montana Power (approximately 70

percent of all utility-type load) is clear regardless of data shortcomings.

It is important to note that this dominant utility is not characteristic of

the utility loads in the state as a whole. The company serves an unusually

high proportion of industrial load— some 50 percent of the total company

load (Ref. 5). Since this is very close to the total (non-aluminum) in-

dustrial load in the state (Table 3), it is evident that other combined util-

ities have Mery little industrial load, probably less than ten percent of

their total loads. Montana Power is a highly atypical utility, even though

utility loads in Montana as a whole appear to be apportioned closely to

national averages for various customer classes.

I
III. SUPPLY

A substantial amount of federal and private hydroelectric generation

of three major projects west of the Divide (Libby, Hungry Horse, and Noxon)

is committed to the West Group (Appendix I and II). The amount of energy

available, some 3850 GWh at critical water (Ref. 7, Table A-3), is roughly

equal to the total of West Group loads in the state. The small West Group

utility load requires peak capacity of only 150 MW compared to the 1240 MW

(nameplate) installed. Some of this utility load is met from PP&L thermal

generation.

For the much larger non-West Group loads, three principal supply sources

are available: Bureau of Reclamation hydroelectric projects in eastern

Montana, Montana Power thermal and hydroelectric resources (with the latter

hydroelectric located both east and west of the Divide), and a small con-

tribution from Montana-Dakota Utilities' thermal resources. The Bureau of»
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TABLE 3.— Estimated Utility-type (non-aluminum) Load (GWh)

Industrial
Non-
Industrial Total Co -Ops PP&L MDU MLP MP

West Group

Other West

1974 West of Divide

East of Divide

Montana

1308

1308

844

2152

647

651

1298

2279

3577

647

1959

2606

3123

5729

365

600

282

400

50 1909

2123

1697 4032

11975

West Group
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Reclamation projects (Fort Peck, Canyon Ferry, and Yellowtail) have installed

capacity of 465 MW and average generation of some 2430 GWh annually (Ref. 6)

or a capacity factor of approximately 60 percent. It is not clear how this

capacity is distributed between loads in Montana and elsewhere. Assuming

50 percent is dedicated to Montana loads and allowing for losses, 1100 GWh

are available annually for purchase by Montana utilities. It is assumed that

this serves as the major resource for co-ops in the east and a supplementary

source for the private utilities.

Table 4 is an estimation of hydroelectric and thermal resource contri-

butions to the 1975 Montana load. It is intended to be consistent with both

Table 3 and the preceding discussion of BOR resources. The ratio of hydro-

to-thermal generation for MFC is consistent with the ratio reported to the

Federal Power Commission (Ref. 5), although the total amount is 450 GWh less

than the Table 3 MPC load. The assumption is that MPC purchased some federal

hydroelectric power to meet a portion (about ten percent) of its load. West

Group resources are shown in the approximate ratio of hydro-to-thermal for

the West Group as a whole.

Although Table 4 indicates that 75 percent of the 1975 load was met by

hydroelectric resources, a limited amount of peaking generation, principally

at the Fort Peck facility (Ref. 6), is expected for hydroelectric additions.

New thermal baseload generation will meet most of the load growth expected

in the state. This growth will take place in the utility-type loads;

since these loads are served predominantly by private utilities, it can be

expected that construction of thermal generation in the private sector will

be the major form of supply additions. MPC's share of the long-planned

f Colstrip 3 and 4 projects would provide peak increments of 210 MW each in

1981 and 1982, or about 1200 GWh annually from each addition, net of losses
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TABLE 4.— Estimated Resources to Meet 1975
Utility- type Load (GWh) (Net of losses)

Bureau of Reclamation

Montana Power

MDU

West Group

)

4560 1450 6010

Hydro
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Jl (Ref. 8, Table 5-12). For comparison, a six percent growth rate applied to

the totals in Table 3 would indicate a need for some 400 GWh, or 100 MW

peak, per year for Montana utility loads.

IV. ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS

Montana load characteristics (excluding the Columbia Falls aluminum

plant) approximates the "typical" utility-type loads. On a regional basis,

however, Montana west of the Divide is characterized by a disproportionately

large industrial load component; east of the Divide, the industrial component

is disproportionately small. MPC, which serves 70 percent of the state's

utility load, has company characteristics similar to western Montana. Al-

though only 45 percent of the Company's load is in the west, the absence

there from its service area of loads (overwhelmingly non-industrial) served

I by West Group utilities offsets the Company's larger non-industrial component

in the east to give it a 50 percent overall industrial load mix. This mix

results in a very high average annual load factor of 0.70 for the company,

yielding a flat annual load duration curve, a characteristic not applicable

to utility loads for the entire state. Although MPC is serving as a major

supplier for new thermal generation in the state, its peculiar load char-

acteristics preclude using its company requirements as a model for the state

as a whole.

The presence or absence of the Anaconda aluminum load has virtually no

effect on generation planning or costs for Montana utility- type loads.

Were it to disappear, the result would be a reallocation of West Group re-

sources, with little or no direct effect on Montana. The 12 percent

Montana utility-type load served by West Group utilities can be expected to

-^ have a future cost experience similar to the balance of the state since the

two entities are going through essentially parallel transitions to baseload

11





% thermal generation.

It would appear that a reasonable modeling strategy to follow in

treating the state as a single entity would have the following character-

istics.

1. Only utility-type loads (both industrial and non-industrial)

will be modeled. Load growth will be based on whatever modeling

assumptions or cause-and-effect relations are employed.

2. Peak generation requirements should be based on an annual load

factor broadly typical of utilities in the state as a whole;

this will probably not differ greatly from experience in other

states at similar latitude. A value of 0.55 for an annual load

factor might be reasonable. Notably, the load factors exper-

ienced by MPC should not be adopted for the model despite the

^ Company's dominant position in the state.

3. Provision must be made for increase in hydroelectric peaking

capability, though probably little or no new hydroelectric

energy resource. This can be done by an exogenous schedule in

accordance with supplier (i.e., BOR) expectations.

4. Except for possible hydroelectric peaking, generation additions

should be modeled as thermal facilities (probably baseloaded)

constructed and financed by an investor-owned utility. In esti-

mating financial parameters for a model of resultant energy costs

from such generation additions, MPC's situation and experience is

relevant; that company may well be the only supplier for load

growth for the state, whether by serving its own loads or by sales

^ or resale to small utilities. Its financial situation can be ex-

pected to dominate Montana's experience.

12





Initial conditions on price must be derived from weighted

averages of existing prices for the different utilities

serving the state. If price is to be used as a determinant of

load growth in a statewide model, it then should be possible

to work backward to some equivalent embedded investment if the

model is intended to simulate the regulatory process of setting

cost-based rates for private utilities.

The aluminum reduction load can be added in to arrive at a

"bottom line" figure for electrical energy demand in the state,

recognizing that this load has no effect on load growth or energy

price. The aluminum load has remained essentially constant for

the past ten years, subject to the availability of secondary en-

ergy; it can be expected to continue to do so for at least several

more years or until the expiration of Anaconda's contract with

BPA in 1987.

13
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APPENDIX I

1. EXISTiriG HYDROELECTRIC FACILITIES

Hydroelectric power in Montana is presently generated from 22 facilities.
Thirteen of these are owned and operated by the Montana Power Company, two
are owned by out-of-state utilities, six are federally managed projects, and

one small unit in northwest Montana is owned by Montana Light and Power Company.

The thirteen Montana Povyer Company facilities are listed in Tables 1 and
2. Table 1 presents nameplate capacity ratings, net generation capability
under adverse and optimum water conditions, and the estimated average annual
potential output for all but the three smallest facilities. This information
is recorded in the company's annual reports to the Federal Power Commission
(FPC). Montana Power estimates that the ten largest facilities can generate
an annual average of 3,212,500 megawatt-hours of hydroelectric power. In

comparison, the total annual hydroelectric power actually generated by all

thirteen facilities for the years from 1970 to 1976 is listed below (in mega-
watt-hours):

1970
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Page 2

The Madison and Flint Creek facilities contribute only a small portion of
MFC's hydro generation, but the amount is always somewhat less than maximum
because the water is generally managed in accordance with the recreational uses
of the Madison River and Georgetown Lake.

In spite of the overall lack of adequate water storage capacity, MPC estimates
that the Mystic Lake, Hebgen Lake, Kerr, and Flint Creek-Georgetown Lake storage
and accompanying management practices provide an extra 350,000 megawatt-hours of
hydro energy annually to the MPC system. An additional estimated 400,000 megawatt-
hours is added annually by the upstream storage and management of Canyon Ferry and
Hungry Horse reservoirs.

Tdi^e 3 lists the five major federal hydroelectric projects in Montana with
namepldte capacity ratings, reservoir storage data, average load factors, and
1976 not generation. Estimates of average annual generation could be calculated
from the load factors and generation capacity. The facilities may be divided into
two groups. Canyon Ferry and Yellowtail, operated by the Bureau of Reclamation
(now Department of Energy), and Fort Peck, operated by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, are located east of the continental divide. Fort Peck and Yellowtail
servo loads in the eastern poi^tion of the state. Much of the output from these
two facilities also is exported east and south to other states. Canyon Ferry
serves USCR loads located primarily in central and eastern areas of the state.
Power from this unit is also sold to MPC. The power from all three facilities
is marketed by the Western Area Power Administration (WAPA). Libby Dam, operated
by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and Hungry Horse Dam, operated by the Bureau
of Reclamation, are located in northwest Montana. Power from these two units is

marketed by the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) and meets loads primarily
located w.'St of the continental divide.

Management of all the federal projects emphasizes flood control, with joint
uses such as power generation, irrigation, and recreation and maintenance of
minimu:n streaii! flow given varying priorities at each individual facility.

Yellowtail is a peaking unit. Its load factor averages about 30 percent.
There is not enough water available for it to be operated as a base load unit and
still maintain storage requirements. Irrigation in the area is heavily dependent
on the u'ater stored in Yellowtail reservoir. Water is rarely spilled at this site.

At Canyon Ferry the opposite situation prevails. Water run-off exceeds the
available storage and spills are common in all but the driest years. Canyon
Ferry is operated at full capacity nearly 100 percent of the time. All water
that is released flows directly into Hauser Lake. Irrigation needs are relatively
insignificant in relation to the amount of water available.

Fort Peck has an average load factor of 62 percent, but its operation in any

given year is determined by water availability. In 1975, for example, it operated
at full capacity (100 percent load factor) all year and water was still spilled,
L.t this situation is the exception rather than the rule. Stream navigation and

irrigation are both priority considerations at Fort Peck. However, total consump-
tive use of the reservoir is minimal in proportion to the amount of water available.
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Hungry Horse is considered a peaking unit. Its average annual load factor
for the period from 1954-1977 was 34.2 percent. The average annual generation
for the same period v/as 9C1,169,166 kilowatt hours. Hungry Horse is one of the
furthest upstream units in the Columbia River Base System. Its primary purpose
is maintenance of adequate storage for downstream generation rather than contin-
uous maximum output from its own generators. Hungry Horse storage is responsible
for an estimated 4.6 billion kilowatt hours of energy generated at downstreaiii

facilities. Consequently, management decisions determine the amount of water
release at Hungry Horse in accordance with power needs throughout the entire
Columbia River system. Water is rarely spilled at Hungry Horse, however. Most
of it is used to generate power.

Libby is also used primarily for peaking although it may be operated at base
load when a more continuous flow of water is needed at downstream facilities.
Libby fills the same basic role of upstream water storage and power generation
for the Columbia River Base System as Hungry Horse. Libby's present average
annual load factor, based on peak operating capacity, is 53 percent. This will
decrease in 1984, however, when Canada's upstream water diversion allowance is

scheduled to increase. Based on average water conditions, Libby's present aver-
age annual generation is 1,935,960 MWH. A re-regulating dam will be added by

approximately 1984 which will provide added storage and added control for regu-
lating stream flow. This will provide greater flexibility for the generation
facilities to gear up or shut down in response to peak demand fluctuations.

The Flathead Irrigation Project is managed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
The generation facility provides a minimal amount of power that is used directly
by the project. This unit is listed in Table 4 with the facilities owned by
small utilities or utilities with service areas located primarily outside Montana.

Troy and Big Fork are run-of-the-river units which generate power exclusively
for local consumption. Noxon Rapids, owned and operated by the Washington Hater
Power Company, is the only facility of major significance in this table. It may
be considered a "semi" peaking unit because it is operated by "daily load factoring"

with generation adjusted according to fluctuations in demand. Under average water
conditions Noxon Rapids can generate an estimated 1,748,715 megawatt hours of

power annually. Storage capacity contributes an estimated 387,262 megawatt-hours
of this total with the remainder, 1,361,453 MWH, produced by the natural flow of

the river. Peak capacity for all five units is 554 megawatts. Noxon Rapids
would operate at a 36% average load factor to produce the estimated 1,748,715
megawatts noted above. The reservoir at Noxon Rapids is kept full (116,300 second-
foot-days) except during the spring run-off period. The amount of water available

at any given time is essentially regulated by upstream facilities.

The facilities at Noxon Rapids, Libby, Hungry Horse, Kerr and Thompson Falls
are all part of the Columbia River Base System of hydroelectric projects. Water
management is coordinated throughout the system although the power is marketed
by the individual owners and marketing agencies.
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Page 4

II. FUTURE PLANNED HYDROELECTRIC FACILITIES

Table 5 lists potential hydroelectric facilities which could be constructed
in Montana in the future. The additional units at Libby are the most likely to

be constructed within the indicated time frame. The Kootenai Falls proposal
must receive approval under the Montana Major Facility Siting Act. Northern
Lights, Inc., hdS contracted with the Montana Department of Natural Resources
and Conservation for certain environmental studies. The company has announced
that it expects to file a formal application in 1978 and begin construction in

1980. The construction date may be optimistic.

The Buffalo Rapids sites have. been under consideration by the Montana Power
Company for many years. The sites are also presently being studied by the U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers (CE). MPC originally proposed two units totalling 240
megawatts capacity at each site, or 480 megawatts total capacity. The CE study
contemplates high, run-of-the-river dams at both sites with storage modifications
which could increase total capacity closer to 300 megawatts at each site. Botli

sites are located on the Confederated Kootenai-Sal ish Indian Reservation. Any
future plans must take the tribe's position into account, especially since the

tribe has blocked previous proposals. Future hydrogeneration at either of these
sites must be considered highly uncertain.

The aforementioned CE study of the Flathead and Clark Fork Rivers is scheduled
for release in May 197;!. It includes studies of 11 possible dam sites, including

two on the Blackfoot River. At this point, however, no site in this study appears
near the stage of being incorporated into a specific construction proposal.

The CE district office in Omaha, Nebraska, reports that an additional 185

megawatts of capacity at For-t Peck is presently under study. This new capacity
would provide peaking power. No proposed date of construction has been set.

Additionally, the Bureau of Reclamation is appraising the feasibility of adding

90 megawatts at Canyon Ferry. If this capacity is added, Canyon Ferry would be

operated as a peaking unit in the future (Madsen, 1978).

Montana Power will soon add a regulation dam to the Mystic Lake facility.

This would add approximately 400 acre-feet of storage and would allow MPC to use

the facility for peaking power if necessary. (Periman, 1978). Also, two additional

generating units, each 17 MW in size, may be added at Thompson Falls. This will

require Federal Energy Regulatory Commission approval.

III. LOADS AND CONTRACTS

Utility ownership, federal management responsibilities, load obligations,

electric sales data and service area boundaries are some of the factors which

determine the distribution of hydroelectric power for energy consumption in

Montana and the Western region. When a block of power enters the transmission

grid system, it cannot be traced to its generation site or its ultimate desti-

nation. However, key transmission routes can be identified and service areas,

electric sales and purchase patterns between utilities and government marketing
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agencies can by analyzed to provide some understanding of power flows. This
section includes a general discussion of load and sales information acquired
during this study.

U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (WAPA) loads served in Montana in 1976 are shown
in Table 6. Electric cooperatives and irrigation districts are preference cus-
tomers and they comprise almost the entire WAPA load in Montana for 1976. It
is immediately apparent that the combined amount of power generated at Fort Peck
Canyon Ferry, and Yellowtail far exceeds WAPA's Montana load, although it is
somewhat misleading to make such a comparison since all power generated by fed-
eral facilities in the WAPA region is pooled to serve the agency's entire load
obligation. Nevertheless, WAPA does not import power into Montana, and it exports
much of the in-state generation. However, in any given year, especially low
water years, WAPA may purchase power from Montana Power to meet in-state load
requirements. Also, MPC buys power annually from WAPA at both Canyon Ferry and
Fort Peck. The USBR (WAPA) transmission system is split electrically between
cast and west in Montana. Thus, Canyon Ferry serves the western-most portion
of WAPA's Montana loads. Power generated at Fort Peck and Yellowtail primarily
moves east, although it can be transmitted west from these two facilities. How-
ever, a synchronous tie would have to be added to the transmission grid system
in order to iiiove power eastward from generation sites located further west, such
as Canyon Ferry. This partially explains why excess Canyon Ferry generation is
sold on the market rather than transmitted to serve WAPA loads in other states
located further east. By approximately 1981 WAPA will provide only a specified
amount of power to serve Montana loads (Davies, 1978). After that time' customers
will have to purchase power from other sources to meet load increases.

The Bonneville Power Adm
:
listration served the Montana loads listed in Table

7 in 19/6 and 1977. BPA's situation is somewhat the opposite of WAPA's. Gener-
ation from Libby and Hungry Horse goes into the Pacific Northwest Power Pool
(PNWPP) but BPA loads in Montana always exceed the generation produced at these
two sites. Power from the PilWPP is 80 percent hydroelectric and 20 percent thor-
ni^il; thus, electric power imported to serve BPA's Montana loads reflects this fuel
mix (Rodewald, 1978). As shown in Table 7, a portion of BPA's load is comprised
of preference customers with firm, long-term contracts, that is, electric coopera-
tives. Stauffer Chemical and Anaconda Aluminum have non-firm contracts. The
volume of BPA's load in Montana may decrease in the near future because the con-
tracts with MPC and PP&L are presently on termination notice. PP&L's contract
expired in 1977 and MPC's contract will end after 1980. In the future these util-
ities will be able to purchase only surplus power from BPA on a case by case o-
emergency basis. After 1980 BPA will begin selling at least part of the powe)
withdrawn from MPC to Glacier Electric Cooperative. The USBR (WAPA) presently
supplies this co-op. USBR (WAPA) will subsequently be able to meet load growfh
demands for Central Montana G & T Electric Cooperative with the power releasee;
from commitment to Glacier Electric (Davies, 1978).

Montana Power Company wheels the BPA pov/er sold to the electric cooperatives.
The two points of power exchange between the BPA and MPC transmission systems are
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Page 6

at Anaconda and Hot Springs. There is also a connection at Kerr Dam but power is ^

not actually exchanged there (Rodewald, 1978).

BPA wheels power in Montana for both PP&L and WWP. These two utilities
reflect an opposite balance of load obligations and generating capacity in Montana,
WWP owns and operates Noxon Rapids, but it has no Montana loads. FPC, Form 1 data
indicate that in any given year, WWP sells power to and buys power from MPC in
Montana for resale. The amount sold to MPC may be greater or lesser than the
amount purchased, depending on the year. WWP also has both sale and purchase
transactions with Utah Power and Light Company in Montana in any given year vjhich
usually exceed the volume of MPC transactions. In reality, most of the output
from Noxon Rapids is probably utilized by MPC customers or wheeled south for Utah
Power and Light Company, but in terms of ownership, it goes into the Pacific North-
west Power Pool and is used to meet WWP loads in Washington.

Pacific Power and Light Company, on the other hand, has a sizeable load in
the portion of its service area located in Montana. However, with the exception
of the small facility at Big Fork which serves the Big Fork area, PP&L has no
hydroelectric facilities in Montana. Thus, PP&L must import power from the PNWPP.
PP&L has historically purchased power from BPA in Montana. FPC data indicate
that this amount is only a fraction, perhaps one quarter, of the total kilowatt
hours PP&L sells for direct consumption in Montana. As noted above, PP&L's firtn
power contract with BPA has expired. Unless BPA has surplus power available in
the future, PP&L will be forced to import more power or perhaps purchase power
from MPC. According to FPC data, past transactions between MPC and PP&L have been
minimal

.

Montana-Dakota Utilities Company serves the far eastern portion of Montana.
MDU has no hydroelectric facilities, but its Lewis and Clark coal-fired plant is
located in Montana. MDU has only two transmission lines in Montana which carry
significant blocks of power. Both are connected to the USER transmission system.

Montana Power Company's annual electric sales and purchase reports to the
Federal Power Commission were reviewed for selected years from 1964-1975. The
largest and most consistent energy transfers across state lines are from MPC to
Utah Pov/er and Light Company. In 1975, for example, MPC sent 748,782 megawatt-
hours to Utah Power and Light. The transmission lines from Anaconda to Monida,
Idaho, and points south were constructed primarily to accommodate this on-going
transfer of electricity. MPC also delivers power to Idaho Power and Light Com-
pany, primarily for consumption in the Salmon service. Both sale and purchase
transactions between MPC and WWP, BPA, and USBR occur annually. Only purchases
from USBR are reported for Canyon Ferry while both purchases and sales between
MPC and USBR are delivered at Fort Peck. The specific volume of these trans-
actions is not included in this report.
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APPENDIX II

Transnji^sion Line Carrying Cap?^city*

Transmission line carrying capacity data hsve been collected for lines in
Montana of at least 115 kilovolts or greater voltage. Montana Power Company
lines of 69 and 100 kv. voltage are also included. Lines used to transfer
significant blocks of power within the region and across state lines and tie
lines connecting utility and federal agency systems are emphasized.

The data are presented in three main tables which represent the Montana Power
Company (MPC) system, the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) system, and the
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) lines, respectively. A fourth table
includes Pacific Power & Light Company (PPXI-), Washington Water Power Conipany
(WWP), and Montana-Dakota Utilities (MDU) lines. These tables are labeled A
through D, respectively, and are located at the end of this text with accom-
panying system maps. With the exception of one portion of MPC data in Table
A, the line carrying capacities are presented in Megavolt Amperes (MVA).

The MVA rating is not precisely equivalent to tlie amount of megav/atts that
can be carried over a line unless there is no load impedence (Matson, 1978).
In order to precisely calculate megawatt carrying capacity, it would be
necessary to know the electrical characteristics of the load being served as
well as any specific limiting factors in the system design which reduce the
capacity of any given line segment. Specialized studies would be required
to make these calculations. However, thf MVA data in tables A-D have been
adjusted for various types of system limitations. In most cases the limiting
factor is noted. Engineers from BPA and USBR have stated that the MVA ratings
for each line segment closely approximate the load capacity, although under
actual system conditions the load transferred through the lines is always
somewhat less than the amounts stated (Richardson, BPA; USBR, Billings). Table
A presents MPC system data which also includes information for a few BPA,
USBR, and PP&L lines. Tables B, C, and D> respectively, present data for these
same lines which was obtained directly frrxi each agency or utility.

The primary reason for gathering this data is the identification of the
lines which tie utility and federal agency systems together. In many cases a

switchyard serves as the point of interchange. Therefore, the carrying capaci-
ties of the lines leading into certain switchyards are important. Additionally,
some lines cross state boundaries. The power is transferred to another utility
either at the border or a specified metering point. Table 1 presents voltage
line length and MVA data for all of the tie lines, and lines leading into sub-
stations which serve as points of interchange between utility systems. Table 2

contains similar information for the lines which cross Montana's boundaries.
All data in these tv/o tables are extrapolated from Tables A-D.

The BPA and MPC systems connect through a tie line at the Hill Creek substation
near Anaconda, at the Hot Springs substation, and at Kerr Dam. Power is not

* This report does not include corrections and additions supplied by the
Montana Power Company.





actually exchanged at the Kerr site (Rodewald, 1978). At Anaconda a short 230
KV "tie-line" makes the connection while at Hot Springs the sv/itchyard itself
serves as the point where BPA, MPC, and HWP lines come together. The various
230 KV lines extending west from Hot Springs and the 500 KV Hot Springs-
Dworshak line are the principal lines carrying power between Montana and the
Pacific Northwest.

The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation system extends west from Ft. Peck to Shelby and
Great Falls and south and east from both Ft. Peck and Yellowtail hydroelectric
units into Wyoming and the Dakota's. Also, there are two short USBR lines
connecting Canyon Ferry to the MPC transmission system. The Rainbow substation
at Great Falls, the Havre substation, and the Yellowtail sv/itchyard are the
most significant points of interchange. The bureau reports that the carrying
capacity of the 161 KV line extending west from Ft. Peck is limited by both
transformer capacity and voltage drop problems (Fawcett, 1978). Three USBR
lines carry power into the MDU system in fiorth Dakota and points further east,
and twin 115 KV lines extend south from Yellowtail into Vlyoming.

PP&L has three important lines in eastern Montana which converge at PPL's
Yellowtail switchyard. PP&L has no loads in eastern Montana. The lines are
connected to PP&L's thermal generating facilities in Wyoming and serve as
interties to bring the power into the grid system. MPC and BPA viheel power
westward for PP&L.
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TABLE B.— U.S. Bureau of Reclamation Transmission System/1

LINE

Custer - Yellowtail
Dawson - Dickinson, N.D.
Yellowtail - PPL Switchyard
Fort Peck - Dawson Co.

Dawson Co. - Custer
Fort Peck - Richardson Coulee
Richardson Coulee - Harlem
Harlem - Havre (Asbn)
Havre - Rainbow
Yellowtail to Lovell, WY.

Havre - Rudyard
Rudyard - Tiber Tap
Tiber Tap - Shelby
Tiber - Tiber Tap
Circle - Dawson Co.

Circle - Wolf Point
fort Peck - Wolf Point 1

Fort Peck - Wolf Point 2

Wolf Point - Poplar
Poplar - Williston
Miles City - G'Fallon Cr.

0' Fallon Cr. - Dawson Co.

Dawson Co. - Lewis & Clark
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TABLE C— Bonneville Power Administration
Transmission Line Capabilities

LINE

Anaconda-Silver Bow
(Stauffer Chem.)

Bell* - Noxon

Bonne rs Ferry - Troy

Columbia Falls - Kalispell

Columbia Falls - Trego

Conkelley - Flathead (Anaconda Co)

Flathead - Hot Springs

Hot Springs - Anaconda

Hungry Horse - Columbia Falls

Hungry Horse - Conkelley
(Anaconda Aluminum)

Kalispell - Kerr

Libby - Conkelley
(Anaconda Aluminum)

Libby - PP&L Libby

Noxon - Hot Springs

floxon - Libby

Hot Springs - Dv/orshak

Hot Springs Sub.

Libby Ph. 1

2

VOLTAGE (KV)
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